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1. lntroduction
Aggregates composed of spherical particles are found
i.iirr.iv engineiring and natural environments be-
cause of univoidable Brownian motion. Individual
particles that form aggregates are -generally small
compared to the wavelength of light so that they
satiify the Rayleigh limit of the Mie scattering -the-ory. -On the othei hand, optical cross sections of ag-
grlgates cannot be treated adequately by relatively
Ii*-pt" electromagnetic theories for spheres or cylin-
ders because of complex morphoiogy and large di-
mensions involved.l In spite of these difrculties,
however, recent developments in fractal concepts re-
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The range of validity of the Rayleigh-Debye-Gans approx.imation for the optical cross sections of fraclal
ugg..g"L, GDG-FA) that are formed by uniform small particles was evaluated in comparison with the

iritlg.'uf equation formulation for scattering (IEFS), which accounts for the efects of multiple scattering
and self-interaction. Numerical simulations were performed to create aggregat€s that exhibit mass

fractallike characteristics with a wide raage of particle and aggregate sizes a:ld morphologies, including
ro=0.0f-f.O,l^-ll=0.1-2.0,N=16-256,andDs=1.G-3.0._Thepercentdiferencesbetweenboth
s-cattering theories were presented as error contour charts in the Inz - llro- domains for various size

uggr"g"6., emphasiziag lractal properties representative of ditrusionlimited cluster-cluster aggrega-

ti-or,. 
-Th.." charts conveniently identiied the regions in which the diferences were less than 107o,

between 10go and 307o, and more rhan 30Vo lor easy to use general grlidelines for suilabiiity of the

RDG-FA theory in any scattering applications of interest, such as laser-based particulate diagnostics'

various types of aggregate geometry ranging from straight chains (Dr = 1.0) to compact ciusters (D1 :
3.0) were also considered foi generalization ofthe fi.ndings. For the present computational conditions,

the.RDG-FA theory yielded accurate predictions to within lovo fot l- - 1l to approximately 1 or more as

long as the prirnary particles in aggregates were within the Rayleigh scattering limit (xo ' 0'3)'

edJitionalty,lhe efect of fractal dimension on',he pedormance of the RDG-FA was generally found to be

insip5nificant. The results suggested that the RDG-FA theory is a reasonable approximation for optics

of u.fid" range of fractal aggregat s, considerably extending its domain of applicabilif. O 1996 Optical

Society of America
Key words: Rayleigh-Debye-Gans, optical cross sections, fractal aggregates, laser diagnostics.

vealed that aggregates can be characterized as mass
fractals,2,3 which impiies that two parameters'
namely, fractal dimension D; and prefactor ky -are
sufficiint to represent different shape and size'clus-
ters.a,5 Fractal ideas along with certain assump-
tions regarding multiple scattering and primary
particle ptoperti"s within aggtegates has led to the
generaliiatibn of the classical Rayleigh-Debye--Gans
icattering theory for fractal aggregates (RDG:
FA;.s'e-s - The RDG-FA formulation yields analytical
expressions, directly relating optical cross sections to
aggregatelparticie size and morphology- Therefore,
t[ii approximate scattering theory is of great practi-
ca1 importance, especially with respect to the inter-
pretation of in situ laser diagnostic techniques in
particulate-containing environments.lo'r1

Several investigators have expiored the capability
of the RDG-FA theory to estimate opticai properties
of aggregates, finding encouraging performance
within uncertainties involved in scatterirrg/extinc-
tion experimentss-10 and more exact scattering
computations.12-14 However, these earlier studies
have considered limited ranges of particle and aggre-
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Iate properties, especially those corresponding to-car-
,oirui"o.tt soot in hames. Thus, the objective of the
rresent study is to establish the range ofvalidity of
ne RDG approximate theory in comparison with the
:xact scattering solution for a wide range of fractal-
iike aggregate geometries' Specific parameters for
:articiJutid uggrugate properties considered in this
buo"t are xD : ra"lx:-0.01-1.0 ,i* . 1l :.0'1-2'0'
ii': rg -i56, uiid D, : 1.0-3.0, where do is-the^
,,.i-u* particie diambter, \ is the waveldngth of
ir'iil, h is the complex refractive index, N is tle
"i*f"t of primary particles in an aggregate., and D;
ir tfru fracial dimension. RDG-FA predictions are

--put"a to the integral equation formulation for
r"uti"ti"g (IEFS), which accounts for muitiple scat-
t"ri"g arrld ieif-interaction contributions without any
r.*i-tptio"t. We computed absorption, total scat-
fu.i"g, and angulat scitterittg cross sections using
U"tfr 1,OC-FA ind IEFS formulations' The results
ur" ptutut ted conveniently b-v 

"ToT. 
(percent devia-

iioni.ottott charts as general guidelines for the suit-
,Uifity of the RDG-FA theory in a partfqul3r
.."t1"ti"g application, such as the analysis of light
r.utt".i"E/exiinction measurements in parbicie-
Iaden environments.

2. Theoretical Methods

A. lntegral Equation Formulation for ScatterinS

One of '"he first versions of a scattering theory for
uggrugut"t formed by small lqti-cl.es was-developed
bi"Joiests based on the orignal integral equation
formulatiorr of Saxon.ro Although several investiga-
tors have adopted diferent schemes for the aggreg^ate
..uliuti"g pribl"*, Ku and Shimr? recently unified
most of tlieie earlier approaches in the literature that
involve the following Jet of 3N x 3N linear equatiols
ior obtaining the int"ernal electric field of each particle
E;t .

I s, \ lm'?-l\
E : \^' * z,lt'"''' - iW + 2)

N
x xo'ir(x) ) Eunu + s;E;;

h=)',+j
j :1,2,'" ,N,

sorption, total scattering, and difi'erentiai scattering
cross sections can be obtained for an aggregate uith
N uniform size particles, respectively,

c"b.:#t:irt*rllm(m2-

c,..: ffixlir'(xo)l*'
- 11'> ) E ne1qnln*-. (3)

j=1 r=1

cee(e, o) : fitrnir'("r)l*'

1) ) iE;l', 12)

- t''l; exp(-lAr, cos B;)(E;,so

l2
*r,,,$L"| , '4)

where m : \ + iK represents the complex refractive
index (t : V=), 8,," : Eo exp(i&z) represents the
incident electric freld ihat piopagates along the z axis
with a wave number of & = 2i /x,i tG.) is a first-older
spherical Bessel function of the first kind, and T is
the scattering matrix' The self-interaction coefr-
cient s. is insensitive to the locations of primary par-
ticles 'within an aggregate, and its value generally
increases with r^ l"a -. Equation (1) divides an
uggt"gut. into srifficiently small particles so that the
iit"ernlai field within eac-h particle is assumed to be
uniform and considers not only the phase diferences
but also the multiple scattering and self-interaction
contributions. Once the internai field of each spher-
ical particle is known from Eq. (1), the following ab-

where the complex conjugaie is represented by an
asterisk, the real and imaginary parts of a compiex
quantity by Re and Im, respectively,Lh" direction of
tttu ..uituied field by spherical coordinates 0 and $
(unit vectors by 0 and A), the position of each indi-
vidual unit by (L, 0;, S;), the direction of pola'rizarion
bv subscript ^-, exa cds p; = ccs e; cos 0 - sin 0t sin
e"cos(o, -^ d)' Additionlal details about the IEFS
theory''can be found in Ku arrd Shiml7 and Lou and
Charalampopoulos.ls

It shouid Le emphasized that the above formuia-
tion is not restricted to aggregate geometries, i'e', one
can apply it to arry arbiliary shape scatterer by di-
vidinilf itto s-ali cotttputational ceils' Addition-
ally, ii is conceivable to treat the optics ofaggregates
wiih relatively large particle diameters and nonuni-
form particles-.1e fuJo note that one can reduce Eqs'
(1F(4) to other soiutions in the literature by rnaking
appropriate assumptions.2o Howevei, the aggregate
r.uttutirrg formulation presented here is the most
general approach without any approximation' As a
iesult, ihe-IEFS satisfies the optical theorem,2l i'e',
the sum ofthe total scattering and absorption cross
sections is exactiy equal to the following extinction
cross section ofan aggregate:

c*:#'01't""lr*1t",' -,,;t'"-'t]. (5)

(1)

The iEFS is the most theoretically sound and elegant
method, however, it is computationally intensive for
treating relatively large and/or polydisperse aggre-
gates tfrat can be Lncountered in several applications
fuch as the organic parliculates produced during
combustion of various hydrocarbon fuels' Moreover,
it requires a pri.ori knowledge of the primary particle
positions wifhin each aggregate in order to compute
the optical cross sections.
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B. Raylelgh-Debye-Gans Fractal AggregateTheory
The fundamentai requirement of the RDG scattering
theory is to subdiyide an arbitrary shape scatterer
into small enough units (the Rayleigh limit) so that
phase shift corresponding to any point in the scat-
terer is negligible (?-xrlm - 1l << 1;.zz Additionally,
each subunit is assumed to be unperburbed by the
presence ofother particles in the aggregate, i.e., both
the multiple scattering and self-interaction contribu-
tions are negiigible. This means that the internal
field within each particle is expressed simply as fol-
Iows:

ls \Et: 
[rr, * z]u'"'r' (6)

If jr(x) : (sin xo)/xo2 - (cos xo)/x" is approximated
by xo/3, then it i! trivial to show th'at Eqs. (2), (B) and
(4) will yieid the following opticai cross sections
within the RDG approximation:

c"b,: N+r-(+):NC"uup,k- \m- + zl
e-ulmz-rl"

^12 
a ttLPC*: N" -Sf l* " zl s(r.) : N'C*!s(x"), (B)

/1 _ ^r2xp6 l*' - tl' ^. \ - -q ^ -C,u: N'e l*nl f(w") = N'C,ff(w")., (9)

where the superscript p denotes particle properbies
given by the Rayleigh scattering theory.zr'zz The to-
tal scattering factor g(x") and form factor f(w") are
generally dependent on the scatterer morphology.
For randomly oriented fra,:tallike aggregates, the av-
erage form factor is expressed as3,6-10

where xo : ZrR"/\ with R, being the radius of gy-
ration of an aggr-egate, and-ru o : 2,xo sin(0/2) with 0
being the scattering angle. In Eq. (10), the bound-
ary between the Guinier and power-law regimes is
taken tobe wo2 : L.SD,, foilowing Dobbins ind Me-
garidis.z On the other hand, g(x) can be approxi-
mated by diferent forms depending on whether the
power-law regime is reached for 0 < 180"; see Ktiylti
and Faethe for these expressions.

Although the RDG-FA approximation does not sat-
isfy the optical theorem, the above simpie expressions
make practical applications involving realistic mor-
phology and size aggregates tractable. Moreover,
this approximate formulation demonstrates that the
optical properties ofaggregates are substantially dif-
ferent from those of particles comprising them. For
example, Eq. (7) suggests that the absorption is not
affected by the aggregation process. On the other
hand, Eqs. (B) and (9) imply that the aggregation
enhances total scattering byNg(ro) and angular scat-
tering by Nf Qt") over the sum of the individual con-
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(7)

tributions of particles in the aggregate. Equation
(10) also indicates that the radius of gyration, R' is
the only determining aggregate parameter in'the
Guinier (smal1-angle) regime, whereas iractal dimen-
sion Dp appears solely in the power-law regime, i.e.,
angular scattering patterns are sensitive to the mor-
phology of the scatterer entirely at large angles.
This implies that two different scatterers with diff'er-
ent morphologies (Dr) but with the same size (R-) can
be distinguished only if one analyzes the large-"angle
scattering pattern because their scattering behavior
is identical in the Guinier regime.

C. Simulation of Fractallike Aggregates
Aggregates were generated in order to obtain pri-
mary particle positions that are needed for computa-
tions of optical cross sections. Therefore, numericai
simulations were performed to create aggregates that
exhibit mass fractallike characteristics, i.e., the fol-
Iowing statisticai relationship between N, the num-
ber ofparbicles in an aggregate, and Bu, the radius of
gyration, applies:

(11)

A wide range of aggregate and particle characteris-
tics together with various morphologies was covered
during the present simulations in order to assess the
range cf applicabiiity of RDG-FA rheory ';dthin the
computationai iimitations. Specifically, xp : 0.01-
1,.0,1m - 1l : 0.1-2.0 (l = 1 * x),N : 1d256, andDs: I.0-3.0, all of which correspond to several types
of mass fractal objects subject to incident iight with
wavelength langes from the ultraviolet to the far
infrared. 32 ditrerent realizations of the same ag-
gregate size, each sampled at 16 diff'erent orienta-
tions, were averaged to obtain statistically significant
predictions with less than I}Vo numerical uncertain-
Lies (95Vo corrfidence interval). Additionat details re-garding the specific methods of aggregate
simulations can be found elsewhere.5,14.1e

3. Results and Discussion
We computed optical cross sections using the IEFS
and RDG-FA theories on the same simulated aggre-
gates by empioying the particle positions directly for
both scattering methods. This seemed to be neces-
sary in order to minimize any potential arbificial dif-
ferences between aggregate simulations and Eq. (11)
as well as between finite and random orieni,ations,
which considerably afect computations of the dift'er-
ential scattering cross section, especialty in the
power-law regime. However, these minor compati-
bility issues should be considered only when a com-
parison of methods is involved, i.e., the RDG-FA
expressions given by Eqs. (7H10) can be employed
together with the statistical fractal relationship of
Eq. (11). The following discussion will include per-
cent deviations of the RDG-FA from the IEFS for the
absorption, total scattering, and differential scatter-
ing cross sections of fractallike aggregates that are

*: u,(t)''

1-tI I wo'\
f (w"1 : J".0\- t / ' Guinier t"l-u, (10)

l*o-',, power-law regime
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Fig. 1. Percent deviation contoqrs for the accuracy domains ofthe
nOC-fg approximation lor predicting the absorption cross sec-

tions ol various size DLCC aggregates (Dr * 1'S)' In region l' the
RDG-FA and IEFS theories agree td within 107o; the diff'erences

are between 107o and 307c in region lI whereas they are greater
than 307o in region III. -

representative of dift'usionlimited cluster-cluster
ag^gregation (DLCCA). The results a^re conveniently
pi"s""tea by error contour charts for easy to use
general guidllines in any aggregate scattering aplli-
iations o] interest. One can then evaluate the eff'ect
of fractal dimension on the vaiidity of the RDG-FA
scattering approximation by considering v-arious
other geometries with Dr in the range of 1'0-3'0'

A. Absorption Cross Section
The percent differences in absorption cross sections
betwlen the RDG-FA and IEF S solutions are illus-
trated in Fig. 1 for various refractive indices, particle
size parameters, and number of particles in an ag-
gr"gut". The results shown include DLCC aggre'
!at6s that are typicaliy given by Dr - 1'8 and hs-
8.0.5'23 The percent deviation contours are repre-
sented in the'lm - 1lr, domain that involves three
distinct regions. Regrdn I is limited to the range of
values of lil - 1l anJr" for which the RDG-FA and
IEFS theories agree to within 107o- The differences
are between I0% and 30Vo in region II, whereas they
exceeded 30o/o in region III. The RDG-FA theory can

be used with good accuracy in region I and with cau-
tion in region iI. However, it is ciearly not a reliable
approximation in region III in which a better optical
tieatment such as the IEFS formulation is necessary'
Note also that the IEFS solution has been verified
against the Mie theory for spherical aggregate geom-
et=ries,ra,2o finding differences in the absorption -and
total scattering cioss sections tirat never exceeded 17o
for x- to 0.5 and 2Vo for ro : 1.0- Therefore, this
exaci scattering formulation is suitable for ro ranges
considered in ihis study rvithout using multidipoles
for the total optical ProPerties.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the RDG-FA approxima-
tion is best for small values cf lm - 1l and rp as a
consequence of the fundamental assumptions in-
volved in its derivation. Similar observations were
reported for spheres and cylinders by s-everal inves-
tigators, as summarized by Kerker.22 However, the
roJquirements for the applicability of the RDG-FA the-
ory .t" not as strict as expected because region- I
eiends into domains in which 1"" - 1l and r, can be
as large as 2 and 1, respectively, forN - 16. This is
evideitiy a result of the canceling effects of large
refractive indices and optical size pararneters on the
absorption cross section. In fact, for large-refractive
indices, the RDG-FA approximation tended to under-
predict the IEFS results whereas for large-primary
particle sizes the opposite effect was observed' From
a physical point of view, region I in Fig' i represents-
the domain in rvhich the absorption cross sections of
an aggregate and the individual particles composing
theni are identical, i.e., C"6" : NC.6"P' As N-in-
creases from i6 to 256, it is obvious from Fig' 1 that
region I shrinks. In other words, the RDG-FA ap-
priximation deviates more from the IEFS in estimat-
ing absorption cross section as the aggregation
.oitirrrr". io increase the ciuster size. Nevertheless,
the RDG-FA theory seems to be reiiable for ro to 0'4
when lm - 1l is approximately 1, rvhich corresponds
to m: 7.7 + i0.7.

B. Total Scattering Cross Section
Figure 2 shows the percent deviations of the RDG-FA
frim the IEFS predictions for total scattering cross
sections of DLCb aggregates, similar to those in Fig'
1. For N : 16, reglon I, which represents lhe 10Va

deviation regime, iou".t almost half of the chart
whereas thJ agreement becomes poorer as N in-
creases, with trends identical to the absorption cross
section. A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 indicates that
the RDG-FA peiforms better in predicting C'6" than
C"", of DLCb aggregates. However, the results
.iiifu" in Fig. 2 stilt confirm the applicabilitv of this
approximate scattering theory as long as the diame-
tei of particles that form the aggregates is small com-
pared to the wavelength of light, e'g', r" = !'3'. On
ihe other hand, it is evident that the refractive index
of particles does not have to be close to 1, which is- one
of ihe classical requirements for the validity of the
RDG theory.22 In fact, the results in Fig' 2-suggest
that the nnC-n'e is in good agreement with the IEFS
to lm - Il = 2 for ro = 0.3. This is apparently a
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Fig. 2. Contour charts for the accuracy domains of the RDG-FA
theory for predicting the total scattering cross sections of various
size DLCC aggregat€s. Definitions of the regions are simiiar to
Fig. 1.

result of the RDG formulation presented in this study
[see Eqs. (7){9)], which involves the refractive-index
function in full form, i.e., G(m) = (*' - t)/(m2 + Z).
Therefore, by not making the approximation that
G(m) - 2(m - 1)/3, the restriction of near-unity
refractive index for applicability of the RDG-FA the-
ory can be relaxed, extending its range of validity
considerably for absorption and total scattering cross
sections of aggregates.

C. Angular Scattering Cross Sections
The contour charts for the dift'erential scattering
cross sections (vertically polarized incident and scat-
tered light) at three diferent angles of 0,45, and 90
deg are illustrated in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectiveiy.
Region I in all three figures represents the l- - 1l
and ro values for which the multiple scattering and
self-interaction effects are negligible. Specifically,
region I in Fig. 3 is the domain in which C,,(0') -
NZC,,F to within l\Vo acatracy. It is interesting to
note that the limits of the percent deviation contours
for forward scattering in Fig. 3 are similar to the ones
for total scattering in Fig. 2. However, as the scat-
tering angle increases from 0o to 90", the agreement
between the RDG-FA and IEFS theories becomes

poorer. For example, for lnr - 1l : 1.0:rnd l/ =. 64,
the difi'erence between the approximate and cxact
scaltering theories is less than 10olo for.x,, = 0.4 aL 0",
whereas the same domain of region I is recovered for
r/, to approximately 0.3 and 0.25 aL 45" and 90o, re-
spectively. At this point, it should be emphasized
that the IBFS predictions for 90" scattering angie are
questionable forro > 0.5 after which it is necessary to
subdivide each primary particle further into smaller
computational cells. Nevertheless, Fig. 5 still re-
flects the trends of the applicability domains of the
RDG-FA theory, i.e., it should not be used as a good
theoretical scattering tool at Iarge angles after rn
reaches approximately 0.25 for moderate size aggre-
gates.

The results presented so far for DLCCA that are
characterized by Dr- - 1.8 suggest that the RDG-FA
theory is an excelient approximation for small values
of parbicle diameler, which implies that the multiple
scattering and self-interaction terms in the aggregate
scattering formulation are generally negligible as
long as ro is less than approximately 0.3. This fact
extends the criteria given by Berry and Percival24 for
this kind of fractal aggregates. Apparently, the op-
tical predictions of the RDG-FA formulation become
more satisfactory as the refractive index, number of
primary particles within an aggregate and scattering
angle decrease. Moreover, the dift'erences between
the RDG-FA and iEFS predictions of optical cross
sections increase from absorption to total scattering,
reaching their maximum valtres for diferentiai scat-
tering cross sections at large ang-les. Crr the other
hand, the present findings suggest that the foliowing
classical requirements can be relaxed somewhat for
the validity of the RDG-FA theory: l* - Ll <( 1 and
b"l* - 1l << 1. Generally, the error contour charts
indicate that the RDG-FA agrees with the iEFS to
within l}Vo for l* - ll to 1 and b,l* - 1l to 0.6. In
fact, the error contour charts prdsented for DLCCA
indicate that the deviation between scattering theo-
ries is relatively less sensitive to the complex refrac-
tive index than the optical particle size. In
Subsection 3.D we discuss the effect of the fractal
dimension on the applicability of the approximate
theory in order to generalize further this study for
any aggr6gate geometry.

D. Effect of Fractal Dimension
Figure 6 illustrates the percent deviations of the
RDG-FA from the IEFS formulations for the predic-
tions ofvarious optical cross sections as a function of
the fractal dimension for typical values cf lrn - 1l :
0.75,xr: 0.3 andN = 64. The simulated aggregate
was approximately a straight chain in the case of D,: 1.0 whereas a compact cube was adopted to repre-
sent D1- 3.0. The first thing to realize in Fig. 6 is
that the differences between the RDG-FA and IEFS
generally increase with increasing fractal dimension,
i.e., with the compactness of aggregates. However,
for the parameters considered in Fig. 6, this behavior
is less significant for the absorption and forward-
scattering cross sections, which seem to be relatively

C..,

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

2-O

t-5:
tr -^- t.u

2.O

1.5

1.0
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10%<t<30%
e>30%

cw (0=0o)

0.5 0.7 0.9
x

Fig'. 3. Contour charts for the accuracy
domains of the RDG-FA theory for pre-
dicting the vertically polarized an$rlar
scattering cross sections at 0 : 0' of
various size DLCC aggregates. Defini-
tions of the regions are similar to Fig. 1.

cw (0=4s')

0.t

Fig. 4. Same as Fig.
45".

c "" (G = s0")

0.3 0.5 0-7 0.9
x p

3 except for 0 = Fig. 5. Same
90".

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
x I

as Fig. 3 except for 0 =

2.O

1.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

1.5

1-0

0.1

insensitive to the changes in fractai d.imension.
This immediately suggests that the efect of aggrega-
tion on absorption cross section is negligible even for
compact aggregate geometries. Additionally, the
forward-scattering cross section of an aggregate with
any fractal dimension can be accurately predicted by
N'C,,:, extending the appiicability range of RDG-FA
theory for other fractallike shapes with Dr to 3.0.
Similar behavior was also observed for C,,,,, at 4S".
On the other hand, the total scattering together with
the angular scattering cross sections at 90' are the
most afected opticai properties by variations in Dp.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, the maximum differences
between scattering theories of interest for D:: 3.0
are approximately 15Vo for C"." and.30Vo for C,,(90').

To evaluate the influence of fractal dimension on
the performance of the RDG-FA approximation for a
broader range of parameters, we reproduced error
contour charts in the lrn - 1l and D,, domains for
absorption and total scattering cross se'ctions in Figs.
7 and 8, respectively. These two figures, with the
definitions of regions being similar to Figs. 1-b, illus-
trate additional combinations of lrn - Ll, xo, and N.
Figure 7 generally supports the conclusiois drawn
lr9ry Fig. 6, i.e., Ltre l|Vo reliabiiity domain of the
RDG-FA scattering approximation ij almost indepen-

dent of fractal dimension, except possibiy for the
cases ofro : 0.3 and N : 256. This verifies that the
abscrption cross section of an aggregate with D. as
large as 3.0 can be represented as NC.u"p. The tbtal
scattering results shown in Fig. 8 also indicate thatD' insignificantiy affects the performance of the
RDG-FA approximation as Iong as the primary par-
ticie size is smali (r, - 0.1). On the other hand, for
Ip : 0.3 [Fig. 8(b)], the RDG-FA predictions of C"".
become poorer as D, increases. Apparently, a bil-

20
a
I
!
oo
coo
oo.

C rus C .""
-10

-20
1.5 2-O Z5 3.0

D1
Fig. 6. Etrect of fractal dimension D' on the accuracy of the
RDGFA theory for predicting the various optical cross sections of
fractallike aggregates with lm - 1l : 0.?5, ro : 0.3, and N = 64.
The simulated aggregate is a straight chain for Dr : 1.0 and a
compact cube for Dr= 3.O.

1.0

t < 10 0;

10olo<€s30%
€>30%

I

N=64
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Cabs [-r-l e <toz l]I_l 1o"h<8s30%|.'ilIll €>30% 6-B generally suggest that the RDG-FA theory is a
reasonable approximation for optics of aggregates
rvith D, s 2. Moreover, for more compact geome-
tries with Dlas large as 3.0, the RDG-FA approxima-
Lion continues to be appropriate as long as the size of
the primary particles is small. Ho\l'ever, the value
of xn = 0.3, suggested in this study as an upper limit
for the applicability of the RDG-FA theory for aero-
sols rvith Ds- I.B, decreases with the compactness of
aggregates. Indeed, Singham and Bohrenr2 also
concluded that the interactions among particles are
negligible even for a fractal dj.mension as high as 2.5,
which is consistent with the findings of this study.

4. Conclusions
The range of validity of the Rayleigh-Debye-Gans
approximation for the optical cross sections of fractal
aggregates that are formed by uniform small parti-
cles has been evaluated in comparison with the inte-
grai equation formulation for scattering, which
iccounts for the efects of multiple scattering and
self-interaction. We performeci numerical simula-
tions to create aggregates that exhibit mass fractal-
like characteristics with a wide range of par'cicle and
aggregate sizes. and morphologies, inciuding t' :
0.01-1.0, l- - 1l : 0'1-2'0, N : 16-256, and D1=
1.0-3.0. The percent diferences between both scat-
tering theories were presented as error contour
charts in the i- - 1l and x, domains emphasizing
various sj.ze difrrsion-limited cluster-cluster aggre-
gates. These charts conveniently identified the re-
gions in which +"he differences were less than 107o,
Eetween i07o and 3AVo, andmore than S\Vofor easy to
use general guidelines for suitability of the RDG-FA
theory in any scattering appiications of interest.
The eft'ect cf the fractal dimension on the performance
of the RDG-FA scattering theory was also assessed to
generalize further the findings for any type of aggle-
gate geometries ranging from approxjmate straight
itr"itri (Dr: 1.0) to compact clusters (Dr- 3.0). Th"
major conclusions of this study can be summarized as
follows:

(1) For the current computational conditions, the
RDG-FA theory yields accurate predictions to within
IlVo for l- - 1l to approximately 1 or more as long as
the primary particles in aggregates are within the
Rayleigh s.uttetittg limit. This wide rangg 9f-i- -
1l observed for the applicability of the RDG-FA is
apparently a consequence of not approximating the
refractive-index funiti on (m2 - l) / (*2 + 2) by 2(m -
r)/3.

(2) The RDG-FA approximation is in good agree-
ment with the IEFS solution generally for x, = 0.3 for
various DLCC aggregates, although it may still be
accurate for larger primary particles within moderate
size aggregates. This extends the criteria of negli-
gible multiple scattering and self-interaction contri-
butions to ihe scattering field for a broader range of
jf,r'S.- (3) The effect of fractal dimension on the range of
validity of the RDG-FA approximation for predictions

1 2 31
Df

23
D1

Fig. 7. Error contour charls for the accuracy domains of the
RDG-PA theo.y for predicting the absorption cross sections of var-
ious aggregate morphologies with I ' Dr= 3. Definitions olthe
regions are similar to Fig. 1.

ancing effect betu'eer, m and Dy appears to dxist for
the toial scattering cross sections, similar to the can-
ceiing behavior beiween m and r, as shown in I'!gs'
1-5. Subsequently, region I in'Fig. 8 extends to
larger refractive indices and fractal dimensions'

The overall results disclrssed with respect to Figs'

-tusca l[-fl esroz l-rrl 10%<rsaoz[,tTFl €>30%i
l--i

(.) ''o
1.5

(b) ''o
1.5

II

N=64

il

N=256

il

II

N=64

1 2 31 2 3
Df Dl

Fig. 8. Error contour charts for the accuracy domains of the
RDG-FA theory for predicting the total scattering cross sections of
various aggregate morphologies with I < Dr= 3. Definitions of
thc regions are similar to Fig. 1.
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of absorption and small-angle diferential scattering
cioss sections is found to be relatively insignificant'
Although its performance for C"". and C,,(90") be-
comes poote. as Dlincreases, the RDG-FA theory still
appeais to be a reisonable approximation for optics of
fiactal aggtegates even for some compact geometries
with D1> 2.
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